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ABSTRACT 
Generating numerical characteristics of subsets partitions of 

n  dimensional unit cube nE  is considered as a recursion of 
constructing the same characteristics in 1−n  dimensional 
unit cube.  The research focuses on a particular case leading 
to more boundary elements of numerical characterization 
which possess also an additional property.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a given vertex subset of n -dimensional unite cube nE , 
its numerical characterization is composed by partitions and 
their sizes, which further serve as coordinates of the 
corresponding associated vector of partitions. General 

numerical characterization of vertex subsets of nE  through 
their partitions is considered in [8], where a complete and 
simple structural description of the set of all associated 
vectors of partitions is given. The description is given by 
means of the set of its boundary elements. Elements of the 
boundary sets with minimum and maximum weight are 
known by [5,6]. Current research focuses on generating more 
boundary elements via the known ones for smaller 
dimensions, and composing corresponding subsets of vertices.  
 
2. BASIC STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION 
Let nE  be the set of vertices of n -dimensional unit cube 

},,1},1,0{/),,{( 1 nixxxE in
n LL =∈= . For an 

arbitrary variable ix , consider partition of the cube into two 

subcubes according to the value of nixi ≤≤1, . Denote 

these subcubes by 1
11

−
=

n
xE  and 1

01

−
=

n
xE  correspondingly. 

Similarly, each subset of vertices nEM ⊆ will be 

partitioned into 11 =xM  and 01 =xM . For a given m , 
nm 20 ≤≤ , consider an m -vertex subset M  of nE . 

The vector  ),,( 1 nssS L=  is called associated vector of 

partitions for M  if || 11 == xi Ms  for all ni ≤≤1 . Let 

)(nmψ  denote the set of all associated vectors of partitions 

of m -subsets of nE .  Let n
m 1+Ξ  denote the n  dimensional 

)1( +m -valued grid, i.e., the set of all integer-valued 

vectors ),,,( 21 nsssS L=  with msi ≤≤0 , 

ni ,,1L= . Obviously n
mm n 1)( +Ξ⊆ψ .  

A vector )(nS mψ∈  is called an upper (lower) boundary 

vector for )(nmψ  if no vector n
mR 1+Ξ∈  with SR >  

( RS > ) belongs to )(nmψ . By )(nmψ)  and )(nmψ( , 
respectively, denote the sets of all upper and lower boundary 
vectors of )(nmψ . The sets )(nmψ)  and )(nmψ(  contain 
equal numbers of elements [8]. Let r  denote the number of 
elements of each of these two boundary sets and let 

},,{)( 1 r
m SSn

)
L

)) =ψ   and  },,{)( 1 r
m SSn

(
L

(( =ψ , 

such that ( jS
)

, jS
(

) is a pair of complementary vectors: 
j

i
j

i sms () −= , for ni ≤≤1 . All coordinates of each 

vector jS
)

 are greater than or equal to 2/m  and all 

coordinates of each vector jS
(

 are less than or equal to 

2/m . For a pair of complementary vectors ( jS
)

, jS
(

), let 

)( jSI
)

 (the notion )( jSI
(

 also may be used) denote the 

vectors of the sub-cube in n
m 1+Ξ  spanned by these vectors: 

}/{)( 1 jj
n
mj SQSQSI

)()
≤≤Ξ∈= + . The following 

theorem proves that the collection of all sub-cubes 

)}(/)({ nSSI mjj ψ)
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∈  composes )(nmψ :  

Theorem 1. U
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3. BOUNDARY CASES 
The basic object of study in this section is the set of all 

monotone Boolean functions (in terms of nE ) with exactly 

m  ones. Let )(1 nM m  be the set of all associated vectors of 
partitions of m -subsets corresponding to the ones of these 

monotone Boolean functions. Similarly )(0 nM m  is the set of 
all associated vectors of partitions of m -subsets 
corresponding to the zeros of the monotone Boolean 

functions. It is easy to check that )()( 1 nMn mm ⊆ψ)  and 

)()( 0 nMn mm ⊆ψ( . Consequently for the description of 



)(nmψ  it is sufficient to find those monotone Boolean 

functions which correspond to )(nmψ)  (and/or )(nmψ( ).  
Suppose the weights (sum of all coordinates) of the vectors of 

)(nmψ)  belong to some interval ],[ maxmin LL . A specific 
set of monotone Boolean functions is constructed in [6], for 
which the corresponding associated vectors of partitions 
belong to )(nmψ)  and have weight equal to minL . The 

value of minL  and the coordinates of associated vectors are 
also analyzed in detail. 

Let niiD ,,1 L  be the set of vertices of nE  arranged in 
decreasing order of numeric value of the binary vector 

n
ii Exx
n

>∈< ,,
1
L . It is easy to check that the first 

12 −n  elements of niiD ,,1 L  form the set of vertices of 
1
11

−
=

n
xi

E  and the reminder 12 −n  elements form 1
01

−
=

n
xi

E , being 

arranged in the same decreasing order of numeric value of 

><
nii xx ,,

2
L . Denote these sets by n

i

ii
xD ,

1
2

1

L
=  and 

n

i

ii
xD ,

0
2

1

L
=  respectively. Similarly the first 22 −n  elements of 

n

i

ii
xD ,

1
2

1

L
=  form 2

1,1 21

−
==

n
xx ii

E  and the reminder 22 −n  elements 

form 2
0,1 21

−
==

n
xx ii

E  - arranged in decreasing order of numeric 

value of the vector ><
nii xx ,,

3
L , etc. It follows that 

initial parts (subsets) of niiD ,,1 L  (similarly of n

i

ii
xD ,

1
2

1

L
= , 

n

i

ii
xD ,

0
2

1

L
= , etc.) of arbitrary sizes serve as sets of ones of some 

monotone Boolean functions of proper dimension. Let 

)(,,1 mD nii L  denote the m -length initial part of niiD ,,1 L . 

Denote by nD  the overall set of all enumerations niiD ,,1 L , 

and let )(mDn  be the set of corresponding m -length initial 
parts. 
Denote the class of monotone Boolean functions, with sets of 

ones belonging to )(mDn  by )(mDn

f   and let )(mDn

S  be 
the corresponding set of associated vectors of partitions. 
 
Note. 

Let us consider a vector ),,( 1 nssS L=  of )(mD n

S , and 
let it be the associated vector of partitions for some 

)(,,1 mD nii L . It is easy to check that nsss ≥≥≥ L21 . 

Further, vector S  obeys the following very useful property: 

any vector ,*),*,1,,( 1 LL +jss  for an arbitrary 

njj ≤≤1, , does not belong to )(nmψ  (* means an 
arbitrary value of the coordinate). 
 
Theorem 2 
The weight of a vector S  of )(nmψ)  is equal to minL  if 

and only if )(mD n

SS ∈ .  
The proof of theorem which is not the target to bring here is 
by induction on n .  
 
 

3. NEW BOUNDARY ELEMENTS 
 
This point considers the problem of finding new monotone 
Boolean functions, which correspond to the elements of 

)(nmψ) .  Consider the way of composing the target 
constructions for n  through same type structures which have 
been constructed in dimension 1−n : consider partition of 

nE  according to some variable, and examine pairs of 
monotone Boolean functions (one in each subcube), which 
correspond to the upper boundary vectors - to discover such 

pairs, that in nE  (their union in nE ) may correspond to 
)(nmψ) . 

For a given m  consider its arbitrary partition: 

21 mmm += , with the only requirement that 

02 21
1 ≥≥≥− mmn . Partition the nE  according to the 

value of ix , and consider arbitrary monotone Boolean 

functions in 1
11

−
=

n
xE  and 1

01

−
=

n
xE  with 1m  and 2m  ones 

respectively. We intend to find feasible pairs of monotone 

functions to get at first monotone functions in nE , and then - 
monotone functions which correspond to )(nmψ) . 
We restrict ourselves with the following particular case. 

In 1
11

−
=

n
xE  and 1

01

−
=

n
xE  consider monotone functions for which 

associated vectors belong to sets )1(
1

−nmψ)  and 

)1(
2

−nmψ)  respectively, and have the minimum possible 

weights. By theorem 2 these are functions of the form 
)( 1

1 mDn

f
−

 and )( 2
1 mDn

f
−

 respectively. Consider the case of 

the same order of variables, let it be )( 1
,,2 mD nL  and 

)( 2
,,2 mD nL . Denote by ),,( ''

2
'

nssS L=  and 

),,( ''''
2

''
nssS L=  - the corresponding associated vectors. 

Obviously this pair is feasible for getting a monotone function 

in nE . It turned out that it is feasible for getting an upper 
boundary vector as well, that is vector 

),,,( '''''
2

'
21 nn ssssmS ++= L , which belongs to 

)(nmψ) .  
The choice of this particular case is caused by theorem 2 
which provides the description of monotone Boolean 
functions corresponding to the upper boundary vectors of 
minimum weight.  
 
Theorem 3  

)(),,,( '''''
2

'
21 nssssmS mnn ψ)L ∈++= . 

The theorem can be proven by contradictory assumption 
considering possible cases.  
 
Vector ),,,( '''''

2
'
21 nn ssssmS ++= L  constructed above, 

has another important property, - it is a steepest vector. This 
is an important property because as proven in [7] for the 
description of )(nmψ  it is sufficient to find steepest 
boundary vectors.  
 
 



Steepest Vectors [3]: 
 
Let ),,( 1 nssS L=  and ),,( 1 nqqQ L=  be two 
vectors of length n  with integer, nonnegative components, 

and let nss ≥≥L1  and nqq ≥≥L1 . Q  is an 

elementary flattening of S  if and only if Q  can be obtained 

from S  by: 

(1) finding ji,  such that 2+≥ ji ss ; and then 

(2) transferring 1 from the larger to the smaller; that is, taking 
1−= ii sq  and 1+= jj sq ; and then 

(3) re-ordering the resulting sequence so that it is decreasing. 
 
Observe that operation of elementary flattening doesn’t 
change weights of vectors. 
We say that Q  is flatter than S , and S  is steeper than Q , 

if and only if Q  can be obtained from S  by a non-empty 

sequence of elementary flattening. S  is a steepest vector if 

and only if there is no vector in )(nmψ , which is steeper 

than S . 

It follows from these definitions, that the vectors of )(mD n

S  
are steepest vectors.  
 
Coming back to the statement of Theorem 3 we formulate: 
 
Theorem 4  

Vector ),,,(),,,( 21
'''''

2
'
21 nnn sssssssmS LL =++=  is 

a steepest vector. 
 
The proof of this property is based on the fact that vectors 

),,( ''
2

'
nssS L=  and ),,( ''''

2
''

nssS L= , being from  

)( 1
,2 mD nL  and )( 2

,2 mD nL  respectively, are steepest 
vectors and it follows from the note given above that vector 
S  is steepest by means of the coordinates nss ,,2 L . 

Unfeasibility to make S  steeper through the pairs ),( 1 iss  

can be proven considering partition of nE  according to the 
values of 1x  and ix  simultaneously. 
 
Finally we bring the constructive procedure to compose the  
m -subsets of vertices which have the prescribed associated 

vector of partitions ),,,( '''''
2

'
21 nn ssssmS ++= L .  

Known that the sets )( 1
,2 mD nL  and )( 2

,2 mD nL  can be 
constructed by the “interval bisection” method [6], then 
constructing the required set can be provided in the following 
way: first construct a column, putting 1m  consecutive ones 

and ( 1mm − ) consecutive zeros; continue the construction 
in this 2 sections by the same “interval bisection” method 
constructing the column 2, etc.  
 
The weight of S  and the values of coordinates can be 
calculated also. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
Generating numerical characteristics of subsets partitions of 

n  dimensional unit cube nE  is considered as a recursion of 
constructing the same characteristics in 1−n  dimensional 
unit cube, for a particular case, which leads to more boundary 
elements. 
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